
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an order management
coordinator. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for order management coordinator

To process customer purchase orders within 24 hours of receipt accurately
and in a timely manner adhering to the established production lead-time
Review orders from distributors, brokers, state alcohol boards, and company
personnel
Manage Direct Import order placement by adhering to appropriate lead
times and dating of orders per OU/Co packer, validate container capacity,
follow through on any issues in getting order into the system and initially
placed within the OU or Co-packer
Address costing and pricing issues to insure appropriate departments are
aware of any order related issues
Manage the status of innovation orders and ensure that customers are dating
them based on true item availability based on Spec Sheets
Manage the maintenance of the US Material Spreadsheet and material
updates spreadsheet for the overall Supply Chain Support Department
Work as a team to manage the requests coming through the Front Range
System in boxes by effectively and efficiently staying in front of SLA’s and
individually responding to request timely and accurately
Review with Management current order management processes, systems and
make
Suggestions, identify and recommend opportunities to create efficiencies
within the
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Qualifications for order management coordinator

Bachelor Degree in Business Administration/Engineering or any relevant field
Self-motivated and able to work independently in a team
Minimum 4 years college desired
Experience with SAP ByD preferred or equivalent
Minimum 4 years of order processing experience required
Hold management in close cooperation with finance, credit, export control,
product groups, PM’s, sales


